Recently, two extensions of Wyner's common information-exact and Rényi common informations-were introduced respectively by Kumar, Li, and El Gamal (KLE), and the present authors. The class of common information problems refers to determining the minimum rate of the common input to two independent processors needed to generate an exact or approximate joint distribution. For the exact common information problem, an exact generation of the target distribution is required, while for Wyner's and α-Rényi common informations, the relative entropy and Rényi divergence with order α were respectively used to quantify the discrepancy between the synthesized and target distributions. The exact common information is larger than or equal to Wyner's common information. However, it was hitherto unknown whether the former is strictly larger than the latter. In this paper, we first establish the equivalence between the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations, and then provide single-letter upper and lower bounds for these two quantities. For doubly symmetric binary sources, we show that the upper and lower bounds coincide, which implies that for such sources, the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations are completely characterized. Interestingly, we observe that for such sources, these two common informations are strictly larger than Wyner's.
I. INTRODUCTION
How much common randomness is needed to simulate two correlated sources in a distributed fashion? This problem (depicted in Fig. 1a ), termed distributed source simulation, was first studied by Wyner [1] , who used the normalized relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler or KL divergence) to measure the approximation level (discrepancy) between the simulated joint distribution and the joint distribution of the original correlated sources. He defined the minimum rate needed to ensure that the normalized relative entropy vanishes asymptotically as the common information between the sources. He also established a single-letter characterization for the common information between correlated sources X and Y (with target distribution π XY ), viz., it is given by Recently, the present authors [2] , [3] introduced the notion of Rényi common information, which is defined as the minimum common rate when the KL divergence is replaced by the family of Rényi divergences. When s = 0, the Rényi common information reduces to Wyner's common information. We proved that for Rényi divergences of order 1 + s ∈ (0, 1], the minimum rate needed to guarantee that the (normalized and unnormalized) Rényi divergences vanish asymptotically is equal to Wyner's common information. However, for Rényi divergences of order 1 + s ∈ (1, 2] , we only provided upper and lower bounds. The upper bound is larger than Wyner's common information in general. Furthermore, the common information with approximation error measured by the total variation (TV) distance is also equal to Wyner's common information [2] , [4] , [5] ; and exponential achievability and converse results were established in [2] , [4] , [6] .
Kumar, Li, and El Gamal (KLE) [5] extended Wyner's common information in a different way. They assumed variablelength codes and exact generation of the correlated sources (X, Y ) ∼ π XY , instead of block codes and approximate simulation of π XY as assumed by Wyner [1] and us [2] , [3] . For such exact generation problem, KLE [5] characterized the minimum common rate, coined exact common information, by
The exact common information is no smaller than Wyner's common information. However, it was previously unknown whether they are equal in general. Even for simple sources, e.g., doubly symmetric binary sources (DSBSes), the exact common information was still unknown. It is worth noting that the quantity T Exact (π XY ) was first considered by Witsenhausen in 1976 [7, p. 331 ]. However, without giving a proof, he wrongly pointed out that for any joint distribution π XY defined on the Cartesian product of two finite alphabets,
In this paper, we first completely characterize the exact common information for DSBSes, and then show that for these cases, the exact common information is strictly larger than Wyner's common information. This implies (2) does not always hold. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 1b , in both the exact and TV-approximate senses, the common information problem is equivalent to a distributed channel simulation problem.
A. Main Contributions
Our contributions include the following aspects.
• We consider sources with finite alphabets. We establish the equivalence between the exact common information and ∞-Rényi common information. We provide a multiletter characterization for the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations. Using this multi-letter characterization, we derive single-letter upper and lower bounds. information problem, Wn can be arbitrarily distributed, but for the Rényi common information problem, it is restricted to be uniformly distributed. Hence for the latter case, we use Mn to denote the common randomness, in place of the Wn in Fig. 1a .
• When specialized to DSBSes, the upper and lower bounds coincide. This implies that the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations for DSBSes are completely characterized. Interestingly, we show that they are both strictly larger than Wyner's common information. This solves an open problem posed by Kumar, Li, and El Gamal [5] .
B. Notations
Fix distributions P X , Q X on the same alphabet X . The relative entropy and the Rényi divergence of order 1 + s are respectively defined as
where the summations are taken over the elements in supp(P X ). Throughout, log and exp are to the natural base e and s ≥ −1. By continuous extension, the Rényi divergences of order 0, 1, and ∞ are respectively defined as
QX (x) . Denote the coupling sets of (P X , P Y ) and (P X|W , P Y |W ) respectively as
For i, j ∈ Z, and i ≤ j, we define [i : j] := {i, i+1, . . . , j}.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS

A. Rényi Common Information
Consider the distributed source simulation setup depicted in Fig. 1a . Two terminals both have access to a uniformly distributed common randomness M n . Given a target distribution π XY , two terminals respectively use M n and their own local randomness to generate X n and Y n such that the the generated (or synthesized) distribution P X n Y n is close to the product distribution π n XY under Rényi divergence measures. We wish to find the limit on the least amount of common randomness satisfying such requirement. More specifically, given a target distribution π XY , we wish to minimize the alphabet size of a random variable M n that is uniformly distributed over 1 M n := [1 : e nR ] (R is a positive number known as the rate), such that the generated (or synthesized) distribution P X n Y n (x n , y n ) := 1 |Mn| m∈Mn P X n |Mn (x n |m)P Y n |Mn (y n |m) forms a good approximation to the product distribution π n XY . The pair of random mappings (P X n |Mn , P Y n |Mn ) constitutes a fixedlength synthesis code.
In the Rényi common information problem [2] , the (unnormalized) Rényi divergence D 1+s (P X n Y n π n XY ) was adopted to measure the discrepancy between P X n Y n and π n XY . The minimum rate required to ensure this measure vanishes asymptotically is termed the (unnormalized) Rényi common information, and denoted as
B. Exact Common Information
In the formulation of the Rényi common information problem, fixed-length block codes and approximate generation of the target distribution π n XY are assumed. In contrast, in the exact common information problem [5] , KLE considered variable-length codes and exact generation of π n XY . The objective consists in finding the least amount of common randomness satisfying such a requirement, but the amount here is quantified in term of per-letter expected codeword length, rather than the exponent of alphabet size described in the previous subsection.
To be precise, let us define {0, 1} * := n≥1 {0, 1} n as the set of finite-length strings of symbols from a binary alphabet {0, 1}. Denote the alphabet of the common random variable W n as W n , which can be any countable set. Consider a uniquely decodable code f : W n → {0, 1} * . By using such variable-length codes, W n is transmitted to two terminals without error. For each symbol w ∈ W n and the code f , let
Hence the code rate induced by such a synthesis code is Lf (Wn) /n. The generated (or synthesized) distribution P X n Y n is required to be π n XY exactly. The minimum asymptotic rate required to ensure that P X n Y n = π n XY , ∀n ≥ 1 is termed the exact common information [5] , and denoted as
1 For simplicity, we assume that e nR and similar expressions are integers.
By observing that the expected codeword length L f (W n ) satisfies H(W n ) ≤ L f (W n ) < H(W n ) + 1, it is easy to verify that Lf (Wn) n − H(Wn) n → 0 as n → ∞. Based on such an argument, KLE [5] provided the following multi-letter characterization of the exact common information.
T Exact (π XY ) = lim n→∞ 1 n min PW P X n |W P Y n |W :P X n Y n =π n XY H(W ).
III. MAIN RESULTS
A. Equivalence
We first establish the equivalence between the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations.
Theorem 1 (Equivalence). For a source with distribution π XY defined on a finite alphabet,
The part T Exact (π XY ) ≤ T ∞ (π XY ) was proven by Vellambi and Kliewer [8] , [9] . The other direction follows by a supercode argument. The details can be found in the extended paper [10] .
B. Single-letter Bounds
Define the maximal cross-entropy over couplings
For Γ UB , it suffices to restrict the alphabet size of W such that |W| ≤ |X ||Y|; and for Γ LB , it suffices to consider |W| ≤ (|X ||Y| + 1) 2 . By utilizing the multi-letter expression in Theorem 1, we provide single-letter lower and upper bounds for the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations. The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 2 (Single-letter Bounds). The exact and ∞-Rényi common informations for a source with distribution π XY defined on a finite alphabet satisfy
Note that the only difference between the upper and lower bounds is that in the lower bound, the minimization operation is taken over all couplings of (P W , P W ), but in the upper bound, it is not (or equivalently, the expectation in the upper bound can be seen as being taken under the equality coupling of (P W , P W ), namely P W (w)1{w = w}).
In the proof, an truncated i.i.d. code is adopted to prove the achievability part. For such a code, the codewords are independent with each drawn according to a truncated distribution P W n which are generated by truncating a product distribution Q n W into some (strongly) typical sets. This coding scheme was also used by the present authors [2] , [11] to study the α-Rényi common information with α ∈ [0, 2], and by Vellambi and Kliewer [8] , [9] to study sufficient conditions for the equality of the exact and Wyner's common informations.
C. Doubly Symmetric Binary Source
A doubly symmetric binary source (DSBS) is a source (X, Y ) with distribution
where p ∈ (0, 1 2 ). This is equivalent to X ∼ Bern(
Here we do not lose any generality by restricting p or a ∈ (0, 1 2 ), since otherwise, we can set X ⊕ 1 to X.
By utilizing the lower and upper bounds in Theorem 2, we completely characterize the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations for DSBSes. The proof of Theorem 3 can be found in the extended version of this paper [10] .
where H 2 (a) := −a log a − (1 − a) log(1 − a) denotes the binary entropy function.
For DSBSes, Wyner [1] showed that
Corollary 1. For a DSBS (X, Y ) with distribution π XY given in (3),
for the parameter a ∈ (0, 1 2 ). Remark 1. The exact common information is larger than Wyner's common information for some sources, specifically the DSBS. This answers an open problem posed by KLE [5] .
The exact, ∞-Rényi, and Wyner's common informations for DSBSes are illustrated in Fig. 2 . (4) and Wyner's common information in (5) for DSBSes (X, Y ) such that X ∼ Bern( 1 2 ) and Y = X ⊕E with E ∼ Bern(p) independent of X.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we established the equivalence between the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations; provided singleletter upper and lower bounds on these two quantities; completely characterized them for DSBSes; and observed that for DSBSes, the exact and ∞-Rényi common informations are both strictly larger than Wyner's common information. This resolves an open problem posed by KLE [5] .
We also connected the common information problem to the distributed channel synthesis problem. Our results imply that with no shared randomness, the minimum rate for exact channel simulation is the exact common information which is larger than Wyner's common information in general. The study of common information problems with shared randomness is detailed in our recent paper [12] .
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 2
A. Upper Bound
Here we prove the achievability result from the perspective of ∞-Rényi common information problem. We borrow an idea from [8] . The corresponding coding scheme was also independently used by the present authors in [2] , [11] .
Denote Q W Q X|W Q Y |W with Q XY = π XY as an optimal distribution attaining Γ(π XY ). We define distributions
respectively denote the unconditional and conditional stronglytypical sets [13] . We set C n = {W n (m)} m∈Mn with W n (m) , m ∈ M n drawn independently for different m's and according to the same distribution P W n . Upon receiving W n (M ), the generators respectively use random mappings P X n |W n and P Y n |W n to generate X n and Y n . Next we prove that there exists a sequence of realizations of such codes satisfying D ∞ (P X n Y n π n XY ) → 0 as n → ∞. For brevity, in the following we denote M = e nR . According to the definition of the Rényi divergence, we first have e D∞(P X n Y n π n XY ) = max x n ,y n g(x n , y n |C n ),
where g(x n , y n |C n ) := m∈Mn 1 M g(x n , y n |W n (m)) with g(x n , y n |w n ) := 1 π n XY (x n ,y n ) P X n |W n (x n |w n ) P Y n |W n (y n |w n ). Then for w n ∈ T n 2 (Q W ),
where both δ 1,n := 1 − Q n X|W T (n) (Q W X |w n ) |w n and δ 2,n := 1 − Q n Y |W T (n) (Q W Y |w n ) |w n converge to zero exponentially fast as n → ∞, and δ converges to zero as → 0. Continuing (6) and using the union bound, we get for any δ > 0, P Cn max x n ,y n g(x n , y n |C n ) ≥ 1 + δ ≤ |X | n |Y| n max x n ,y n P Cn ( g(x n , y n |C n ) ≥ 1 + δ) .
Obviously, |X | n |Y| n is only exponentially growing. Therefore, if the probability vanishes doubly exponentially fast, then max x n ,y n g(x n , y n |C n ) < 1 + δ with probability of failure decaying to zero doubly exponentially fast as n → ∞. To this end, we use Bernstein's inequality [14] to bound the probability. Observe that g(x n , y n |W n (m)), m ∈ M n are i.i.d. random variables with mean
and variance
Var W n [g(x n , y n |W n )] ≤ E W n g(x n , y n |W n ) 2 ≤ β n µ n .
Here (7) follows since δ 0,n := 1 − Q n W T (n) 2 (Q W ) converges to zero exponentially fast as n → ∞. Then by Bernstein's inequality, we get
Observe that µ n → 1 exponentially fast as n → ∞, and M β n = (1 − δ 1,n ) (1 − δ 2,n ) e n(R−(Γ(πXY )+δ )) → ∞ exponentially fast for some small enough , as long as R > Γ(π XY ). Hence (8) converges to zero doubly exponentially fast. Therefore, for any δ > 0, max x n ,y n g(x n , y n |C n ) < 1 + δ with high probability as n → ∞. This implies that there exists a sequence of codebooks {c n } with rate R such that max x n ,y n g(x n , y n |c n ) < 1+δ. Therefore, for such a sequence of deterministic codebooks, we have that by allowing δ → 0, D ∞ (P X n Y n π n XY ) < log (1 + δ) → 0.
B. Lower Bound
We prove the lower bound from the perspective of exact common information, i.e., T Exact (π XY ) ≥ Γ LB (π XY ).
We independently replicate a k-length optimal exact common information code P Wk , P X k |Wk , P Y k |Wk n times. Then the resulting supercode is also an exact common information code, i.e., P n X k Y k = π kn XY . Observe that W n k = (W k,1 , W k,2 , ..., W k,n ) is an n-length i.i.d. random sequence with each W k,i ∼ P Wk . Hence we have for > 0,
1 π kn XY (x kn , y kn ) × P n Wk (w n )P n X k |Wk (x kn |w n )P n Y k |Wk (y kn |w n )
≥ log max
x kn ,y kn max w n ∈A (n) P n X k |Wk (x kn |w n )P n Y k |Wk (y kn |w n ) π kn XY (x kn , y kn ) − n (H(W k ) + )
Since for the exact common information supercode, D ∞ (P X kn Y kn π kn XY ) = 0, we have 
Continuing (9), we obtain
x k ,y k Q X k Y k |Wk x k , y k |w log 1 π k XY (x k , y k ) + nk 1 − P n Wk (A (n) ) P n Wk (A (n) ) log min
x,y:πXY (x,y)>0 π XY (x, y) , (11) where (10) follows since the maximum is no smaller than the average, and (11) follows since E max ≥ max E. Since P n Wk (A (n) ) → 1, combining this fact with (9) and (11), we have 1 k (H(W k ) + ) ≥ 1 k Γ UB (π k XY ). Furthermore, since 1 k H(W k ) → R as k → ∞, we have R ≥ lim sup k→∞ 1 k Γ UB (π k XY ). The proof for lim sup k→∞ 1 k Γ UB (π k XY ) ≥ Γ LB (π XY ) can be found in the extended version of this paper [10, Appendix B] (with there set to 0).
